STUDY PERFORMANCE GOALS

East‐West MOBILITY/RELIABILITY/RESILIENCY

PERFORMANCE MEASURE DEFINITIONS
Mobility ‐ Corridor travel time. Supports corridor travel times specifically maintaining Fairchild Air Force
Base 1 hr maximum travel response time for personnel
Mobility ‐ Maximizes people throughput ‐ Promotes public transportation options in and around the
corridor to decrease single occupancy trips and auto dependency
Reliability ‐ Maintains reliability for trucking, freight and commercial use along the corridor and supports
freight access, encourages freight on specific corridors
Resiliency‐ Supports alternative routes, reliable alternative routes to serve regional and local traffic
Active Transportation Mobility ‐ Promotes active transportation options and connectivity in and around the
corridor to decrease single occupancy trips and auto dependency

MULTI‐MODAL MOBILITY & CONNECTIVITY

Multi‐modal Connectivity ‐ Active Transportation modes supports connectivity between destinations, active
transportation and public transportation within the study area
Provides access for all modes to jobs and service destinations

ACCESS to DESTINATIONS

Enhances freight access and travel time
Improves access and travel time to Fairchild Air Force Base

SAFETY

Provide safe, reliable and cost‐effective options to improve communities and economic vitality for people
and businesses

EQUITY

Build and maintain community "trust". Represent and include disadvantaged and underrepresented
populations to ensure equity
Ensure the community has equitable, transparent access to influence decisions and outcomes through all
phases of project delivery
Apparently does not negatively affect Environmental Justice Communities
Provides practical transportation solutions that serve as access to essential activities and services such as
education, employment, shopping, and social events

QUALITY of LIFE

Provides active transportation alternative modes (walking and cycling and bicycling are supported including
travel by wheelchair and scooter ) that support the ability for all people to participate in social and
economic activities. Active modes to provide enjoyment and exercise to enhance the quality of life
Enhances the economic vitality of the vicinity and prepares the community for future opportunities
Supports the downtown City of Airway Heights Plan

